Illegal Bird Immigrants Studied

The American Federation of Aviculture has awarded $1,560 to Stephen T. Emlen, Professor of Animal Behavior at Cornell University, who is currently studying an established colony of escaped Quaker parakeets in the state of New York. The ultimate goal of this research is to develop natural control measures for Quaker parakeets, which are a significant crop pest in South America and a potential pest in the United States.

This delightful but noisy parrot is a native of Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, and according to many reports on feral parrots, is now making a valiant effort to take up permanent residence in the United States and Puerto Rico.

The Quaker parakeet, or monk parakeet as it is also known, is eleven inches in length with a grey face and breast and a green body and is the only parrot type bird which builds a community nest of twigs in the branches of trees. Inaccessible sites at the end of the branches and high above the ground are usually chosen. The nests of individual pairs are built together until the mess of material becomes quite large with the birds continuously repairing and adding to the community nest until it can weigh as much as several hundred pounds. Most parrots nest in existing tree cavities and in single pairs.

Professor Emlen said upon receipt of his grant from AFA, "I am interested in unraveling the 'rules' that govern behavioral interactions in complex animal societies. Through the generosity of the American Federation of Aviculture, I will be studying these unique parrots, which live in colonies of 15-30 birds in a large apartment house-like nest." Emlen feels that dominant pairs of these parrots inhibit the breeding activity of subordinate pairs in the colony.

The American Federation of Aviculture awarded close to $10,000 this year in exotic bird research at their annual convention held in Orlando, Florida.
A lot’s being said about caged bird nutrition... but the truth is that there are many opinions as to what’s really needed. Kaytee nutritional specialists spent nearly five years searching for the ideal premium formula. We found that more nutrition was needed in a top quality mix than ordinarily available in seeds and grains.

**Added Nutritional Benefit**

We developed a fortified Golden Granule concentrate packed full of extra vitamins, minerals and amino acids and added it to a special blend of fresh grains, seeds and other natural ingredients.

This combination of palatable ingredients called Forti-Diet® met the high nutritional standards of breeders and serious owners of small birds and hookbills.

**A Better Nutritional Approach**

Most manufacturers agree that some additional fortification is needed in a premium mix. The truth is that they can’t agree on how it should be added.

Fortification Penetrates Protective Seed Hull Barrier — May Reduce Shelf-Life and Quality.

Seed Hull Coated With Fortification — Winds Up At Bottom Of Cage.

Some penetrate nature’s protective seed hull barrier with a fortified additive which may reduce the shelf-life and seed quality. Others merely coat the hulls with fortification, which winds up on the bottom of the cage.

Kaytee’s palatable Golden Granules are totally consumable and don’t reduce the shelf-life or quality of the seeds. This means your birds are getting the balanced diet and total nutrition they need, while you’re getting all the value you want.

So, for more than a grain of truth in the caged bird foods you choose, ask for Kaytee Forti-Diet® formulas for small birds and hookbills.

For a FREE brochure, sample and the name of your nearest Kaytee distributor, call
TOLL-FREE 1-800-558-3502
(In Wisconsin, 1-800-242-5805)
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